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MAIN STREET
Main Street in Brigham City is one
of Utah’s longest functioning
main streets and is well known
for its large Sycamore trees
and the arch. The historically
significant planting of those
trees has led to a certain
amount of notoriety throughout
the State, because it provides for a
unique community appearance. The
Sycamores are fortunately long lived, so they will remain part
of the landmark quality of Main Street, unless threatened by
disease. The trees are clearly associated with the “small
town atmosphere” that is cherished by the residents.
At just under 3 miles in length, Main Street is a diverse
corridor of uses, running north/south through a wellestablished grid pattern of streets and blocks. It contains
many architecturally interesting homes and businesses, as
well as newer more typical suburban development. The
Historic Downtown adds to this ambiance by providing

a more experiential, engaging
shopping opportunity, as well as a
concentration of buildings and uses
within a 4 block area that is rare in
northern Utah.
As the only direct road connection to communities to
the north and south along this northern section of the
Wasatch Front, Main Street accommodates through traffic
and struggles to function as the community hub. Posted
speeds range from 40 mph on the north, decrease to 30
mph in the Downtown, and raise again to 35 mph to the
south. Observed speeds seem higher and the mix of large
commercial trucks can be intimidating. Traffic volumes vary
considerably with about 3,000 average daily trips north of
900 N on Main Street. Traffic increases to about 17,000 as
Main approaches 1100 S. None of those volumes require 2
lanes in each direction under AASHTO standards, but that
is how it is developed under UDOT jurisdiction. Significant
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changes to the configuration of
the lanes, such as a reduction in
lanes, requires a UDOT approval
which has been discussed but
appears to not be feasible.
There are very few good
examples of quality, vibrant
corridors of this length in Utah
or across the Nation. It is
difficult for the market to support
commercial development
for the entire length of such
corridors. Ubiquitous, generic
commercial zoning along these
corridors seems to commonly
produce underdeveloped, under
performing/marginal properties,
a lack of community interest, and
businesses that have significant
MAIN STREET 2016
turnover problems and low rents.
In addition, such strips are often
the target of redevelopment programs.
Traffic is dispersed along the corridor, but focused strategies
to improve traffic flow become difficult due to the corridor
length and the lack of concentrated locations where direct
strategies can be applied. Current commercial zoning
along the corridor provides nearly 300 acres of commercial
properties. 300 acres equates to sufficient commercial
zoning for 10 community shopping centers designed as
commercial complexes that include a supermarket, drug
store, department store, and retail shops. Brigham City
would need a minimum population of 400,000 to support
that many shopping centers (source ULI “Reinventing
Commercial Strips”).

Lengthy corridors provide many challenges to good planning
and everyday use. The logical trend is to promote more
of the development within nodes along a corridor with
other uses in-between. Road speeds, traffic noise, and
traffic volumes tend to increase over time, which create
an uncomfortable environment for pedestrians and bikers.
Downtown ambiance is weakened by the inability to talk to
one another due to the noise and safety concerns from the
higher traffic speeds.
This chapter will address these issues in a sectional and
specific manner, by examining Main Street in 4 sections:
North Main, Downtown, South Main, and the USU campus
area.
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1.

Character:
North Main has less business and more residential uses
along its’ length. Peach City and the Kent’s Market/Ace
Hardware are the strongest commercial uses. Peach City is
a landmark business that attracts patrons from areas beyond
Brigham City. Average daily traffic volumes are very low
north of 900 North, about 3,000 trips per day, but increase to
about 8,600 just south of 900 North as Highland and Route
13 add significant volumes to Main. As traffic flows to Main
Street from the adjacent neighborhoods it rises quickly to
over 13,000 to the south. Posted speeds decrease in this
section of Main from 40 to 35 mph. Trees are the dominant
streetscape feature.

2.
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900 North: as the City grows northward, this
relatively underdeveloped intersection has potential
to accommodate a mix of uses and become the City’s
northern neighborhood oriented shopping node.
Single family homes on moderate size lots should
transition to higher densities that mix with commercial
uses as they approach the intersection from the north.
The intersection should be changed to a roundabout
to address its uniqueness, to improve safety, and
be designed in a manner to accommodate truck
movement and proper snow removal. .
300 North to 600 North/Peach City/Kent’s Market
area: although these two businesses are considered
landmarks in Brigham City, their appearance from
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the street could be improved with
landscaping and minor façade
modifications. Additional opportunities
to expand the node to 600 North exist
as redevelopment potential appears
likely in that area. Intensification of
uses at this node would expand its
attraction to additional customers.
Issues to address
1.

2.

3.

4.

Zoning – the General Commercial
zoning designation for this area is the
same for all the blocks along Main
Street, yet this area is different from
South Main and the 1100 S areas of
the City. Zoning that promotes office
and neighborhood oriented uses, would
better reflect market demands.
Mix of uses – due to the current
zoning, the mix of uses is somewhat
haphazard with impound lots, auto
repair, storage units, entertainment,
truck sales, some manufacturing,
residential, and retail in a very intermittent setting.
Market demand – given the traffic counts and the
fact that traffic increases as it moves south, market
demand for additional retail use is not very high. More
residential uses near the 900 North intersection would
help provide additional demand, but most growth will
be dependent on job growth in other parts of the City
or in neighboring areas.
Home preservation and transitions – many of the
homes are architecturally interesting and/or historic.
They help to provide character for North Main.
Existing home knock downs/replacements should
Small Town
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be discouraged unless new historic architecture can
be encouraged. The potential to bring architecturally
compatible additions out to the street, as have
occurred along south Main, could provide for a
transition to office type uses in the future.
Road configuration – retention of the two lanes in each
direction is recommended. Truck traffic is restricted to
Main to reduce neighborhood impacts. Livability along
the street could be improved with wider sidewalks.
Signs – a different sign pattern is suggested such as
low profile signs and signs on buildings.
Tree maintenance – some thinning/pruning of the
Sycamores near the nodes is recommended as well as
a tree replacement plan.
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9.

8. Building siting – standard suburban setbacks are
suggested except at the nodes where a 10 foot build to
line should be considered.
Parking – parking is suggested to the side or rear of
any new buildings constructed along this section of
Main Street.

GOALS AND STRATEGIES
Promote commercial growth in nodes at 900 North and the
300 North/600 North area.
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

Modify the commercial zoning district boundaries to
reflect reasonable areas around these two nodes.
Create an area specific zoning district – create a
new zone, possibly a subset of the current General
Commercial zone, to encourage neighborhood
oriented services, shopping, appropriate standards,
and to create a more distinct area.
Create and adopt multi-family residential design
standards consistent with current best practices in
design and the vision for this area.
Include a mixed-use provision in the revised zone to
allow for higher density multi-family development as
part of these nodes.
Revise the sign code to promote low-profile signs and
signs on the buildings under the tree canopy. Allow
for temporary signs on the building face or as A-Frame
signs adjacent to the sidewalk.
Consider inexpensive techniques to improve
appearance and address outside storage.
Capitalize on Box Elder Creek - emphasize Box
Elder Creek and the adjacent riparian strip as an
amenity – consider low maintenance trail connections,
establishing a year round flow, and a possible
pedestrian path.

8.

Redevelop and intensify the commercial area
stretching from 600 North into a larger commercial
node that ties to 300 North. Consider a CRA and/
or CDA to assist in area improvements, transforming
existing incompatible uses. Utilize tax increment
financing to assist with transition to more beneficial
use of blighted areas.
9. Develop a street tree plan to include replacement for
future generations.
10. Box Elder Creek should become a prominent feature in
any redevelopment plan for the 400 North to 500 North
blocks.
Reconsider the zoning for the areas between the nodes.
1.
2.

3.

Create a friendlier, more walkable street
1.
2.
3.
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Promote residential and office uses in a new zoning
district.
Consider neighborhood service establishments such
as cafes and personal services as conditional uses
along Main.
Include performance standards for property
maintenance.

Work with UDOT to create greater walkability.
Allow on-street parking to provide for adjacent use
demands and to act as a buffer for pedestrians.
Review street lighting standards to assure night sky
protection and sufficient pedestrian safety.
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Pedestrian Alley

Historic Arch

Pedestrian Alley
Main Street Downtown Corridor

HISTORIC DOWNTOWN (100 NORTH TO 300
SOUTH)

may be found in the Academy building which was recently
rehabilitated for indoor and occasional outdoor events.

Character:

Nodal Focus:

A concentrated, historic downtown that includes several
government buildings, retail shops, restaurants, and religious
institutions. The arch is famous in Utah and the Peach
Days celebration attracts participants from all over the
State. Buildings are generally not setback from the front
property line and a larger sidewalk configuration provides
better walkability. Occasional façade improvements have
been made to increase the curb appeal but closer inspection
reveals many properties in need of attention, including
interiors. The posted speed is 30 mph, but observed
speeds are considerably higher. Traffic volumes are in the
13,000 trips per day range, which is not sufficient to warrant
the existing 4 lanes. Truck traffic imposes an additional
burden on the street in terms of noise and intimidation
of pedestrians. Several landmark businesses should be
promoted. Other landmarks, include the LDS Temple,
Tabernacle, and the Courthouse. An emerging landmark

The entire Historic Downtown is sufficiently concentrated to
act as one node along Main Street.
Issues to Address:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Viability – long term vibrancy is not clear given the
condition, mix of businesses, potential patronage, etc.
Branding – the Downtown is not well known but has
the potential to be a tourist attraction.
Landmarks – the recently constructed Temple is a
clear landmark on the south end of Downtown, other
“anchor tenant” businesses are not well known. The
Temple and Tabernacle create an excellent gateway
from the south but a “book end’ on the north is lacking.
Activities – although Peach Days is very popular,
there are insufficient activities to bring people back
Downtown on a regular basis.
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5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Parking – current on-street parallel parking is awkward
and the public parking lots are visually unappealing,
in disrepair, and in need of a maintenance and
management plan.
Walkability – good downtowns are very walkable
but downtown Brigham City seems tight, noisy, and
vehicular traffic is intimidating.
Shade and trees – new trees are needed to offset the
severe summer sun.
Hours of operation – are vague and inconsistent for
the businesses.
Signs – are difficult to read and do not convey what the
businesses are selling.
Outdoor seating – is intermittent and inconsistent in
quality.
Trucks – 200 South provides access for gravel trucks
that need to go west or north.
Traffic speeds need to be reduced.
Forest Street has fewer restrictions because it is not a
UDOT road.
Roles and responsibilities – the City and the recently
formed Historic Downtown organization need to work
together to increase the potential for success. The
Chamber of Commerce should also have a role.

3.

GOALS AND STRATEGIES
1.

2.

Revitalize the Historic Downtown
A. Collaborate with and support organizations
representing downtown merchants.
B. Add incentives for building improvements to
ordinance updates.
C. Add a CDA to promote better financing and
improvement options.
Support a branding theme.
A. Reinforce the gateway status for the Bear River

4.

Migratory Bird Refuge.
B. Work with Box Elder County Tourism and
the Utah Office of Tourism to support tourism
branding.
C. Incorporate the branding philosophy into all
aspects of the Downtown including the street level
with permanent and temporary art.
D. Incorporate art, especially non-static art, within
the streetscape and buildings. Consider wind
sculptures and wind pipes that change with wind
intensity.
E. Consider the St. George model where sculptures
are for sale but located in the public right-of-way,
specifically the sidewalk areas or the frontage of
parking lots or bulb outs.
Work with UDOT to reduce the traffic speeds.
A. Explore the use of low maintenance medians to
psychologically slow down drivers and integrate
pedestrian crossing island where permitted.
B. Place bulb-outs at corners and mid-block where
feasible and safe.
C. Consider alternatives for the use of the parking
spaces such as removable temporary sidewalks
that allow the adjacent business to more fully use
the sidewalk area.
D. Coordinate with Box Elder County to access
funding from the Automobile Registration fund.
Create year round activities to assure additional
reasons to patronize the Downtown.
A. Create dedicated outdoor spaces for events.
B. Promote the Academy building for indoor events.
C. Increase the number of activities gradually but
continuously.
D. Participate in tourism marketing and promotion
efforts to supplement downtown customer base.
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5.
6.

7.
8.
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E. Consider establishing a public Wi-Fi system using
the UTOPIA network.
Continue to improve facades and outdoor seating
through grants and incentives.
Create attractive public parking lots that include way
finding signs.
A. Resurface, relight, and landscape the existing
parking lots.
B. Establish a maintenance plan and schedule for
publicly owned parking lots.
C. Place intermittent landscaped buffers next to the
street that also function for leisure/display spaces,
but do not reduce usable space on the sidewalk.
D. Formalize agreements with large parking lot owners
for shared use.
E. Repair and improve the alleys on the Forest Street
to 100 South. Consider a back alley commercial
district for the block on the west. Consider
underground installation of the power lines in the
area.
F. Establish a parking district to finance improvements
and help manage the system.
G. Consider a well-designed food truck court for the
Forest Street parking lot or the County lot. The
Forest Street location could jump start interest
in potential alley businesses. Include hook-ups,
leisure spaces for patrons, restrooms, and a small
concert venue. Consider using adjacent on-street
parking spaces on Forest Street.
Encourage businesses to provide public restroom
access.
Actively pursue a mix of businesses and hours of
operation conducive to shopping, entertainment, and
dining.
A. Encourage businesses to remain open when more
people shop – suggest Thursday, Friday, Saturday

BIG FUTURE

Food Truck Parking
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Widened sidewalk with
tables and chairs
Alley

BEFORE FACADE IMPROVEMENTS

POTENTIAL FOOD TRUCK COURT ON FOREST STREET

AFTER FACADE IMPROVEMENTS

SOHO FOOD PARK IN HOLLADAY, UT

afternoons through evening to start.
B. In order to achieve critical mass as a destination
for shopping, dining, and entertainment, establish
a goal of ten businesses in each of the following
categories for the three lineal blocks of downtown:
i. 10 businesses that sell food (restaurants,
cafes, coffee shops, confectioneries, etc.)
ii. 10 non-chain destination retail shops such
as galleries, antique stores, quality consignment
businesses, collectibles, books, clothing, home
accents, outfitters, arts/crafts specialty businesses,
etc.

iii. 10 businesses open after 6:00 p.m.
including entertainment, live and film theaters,
arts, specialty shops, dining, etc.
9. Create themed/branded way finding signs in
coordination with Box Elder County way finding
efforts for area landmarks and along 1100 South
to direct visitors toward the Downtown and around
town.
10. Consider creating a north end “book end”. The
Temple and Tabernacle create a distinct entrance
from the south but the north end needs attention.
Consider finding a landmark business to define the
north end of Downtown.
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LIGHT POST FIXTURE ON MAIN STREET

EXAMPLE OF WAYFINDING SIGNS WITH CONSISTENT THEME

New columnar
street trees
New
columnar
street
trees
New
seat wall
planters

Potential Mural
on alley wall
EXISTING PEDESTRIAN ALLEY
NEAR ARCH

ALLEY WITH POTENTIAL
IMPROVEMENTS

EXISTING ALLEY ON MAIN
STREET ABOUT 83 S
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ALLEY WITH POTENTIAL
IMPROVEMENTS

11. Develop a street tree plan to include replacement for
future generations.
12. Create a gateway feature on Forest Street as you
enter the Historic Downtown, such a median with art
and bulb outs where appropriate.

3.

Revise zoning
1. Upgrade the zoning ordinance to address appropriate
land uses, site planning, and historic design.
2. Encourage and provide for the following uses
under appropriate design, location, and operational
standards:
A. Sidewalk displays by merchants.
B. Residential or office uses in upper stories of
downtown buildings.

C. Street musicians and performers.
D. Food carts and trucks.
E. Outdoor street vendors/markets.
F. Rotating art displays
Revise the sign ordinance to encourage projecting
signs, signs on the building, and wall signs. Allow
for murals to address blank walls.

TREES ALONG MAIN STREET
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SOUTH MAIN (300 SOUTH TO 700 SOUTH)
Character:
Contains a mix of businesses in older homes,
automobile repair and sales, some fast food
restaurants, and a traditional suburban “L” shaped mall
at 700 South. There are several vacant properties
and buildings. The Sycamore trees line the four lane
street and traffic volumes increase from about 13,000
to 16,500 trips per day. The posted speed is 35 mph,
but observed speeds are higher. There are no landmark
type businesses within this segment of Main Street.
Nodal focus:
The most developed node lies at 700 South and seems
to provide the greatest potential with commercial uses
located on all quadrants of the intersection.
Issues to address:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The conversion of historical homes to businesses
Traffic volumes tend to counteract the “small town
feel”
Demand for senior housing may be strongest near
the Temple
Issue of vacancy and property maintenance.
Turn lanes may be helpful
Consider ways to capitalize on the adjacent USU
Campus
Additional street tree plantings for consistency
and beautification

Main Street South Corridor
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4.
5.
6.

GOALS AND STRATEGIES
Promote commercial growth at the 700 South node
1. Modify the zoning district boundaries to reflect
reasonable areas around this node.
2. Revise the name and content of the General
Commercial ordinance to encourage neighborhood
oriented services and shopping for this area.
3. Include a mixed-use provision in the revised zone to
allow for higher density multi-family development.
4. Revise the sign code to promote low-profile signs and
signs on the buildings under the tree canopy. Allow
for temporary signs on the building face or as A-Frame
signs adjacent to the sidewalk.
5. Consider inexpensive techniques to improve
appearance and address outside storage.
Reconsider the zoning for the area between the 700 South
node and 300 S.
1. Promote residential and office uses in a new zoning
district.
2. Consider neighborhood service establishments such
as cafes and personal services as conditional uses
along Main Street.
3. Consider performance standards for property
maintenance.
4. Explore incentives for retaining historic homes and
business structures rather than demolishing and
replacing.

Require landscaped areas adjacent to sidewalks.
Expand park opportunities in the area.
Develop a street tree plan to include replacement for
future generations.

The Street
1. Work with UDOT to create turn lanes.
2. Review street lighting to assure night sky protection
and sufficient pedestrian safety.
3. Widen sidewalks.
Small Town
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USU CAMPUS AREA (700 SOUTH TO 1100
SOUTH)
Character:
With a mix of suburban style development, until the
introduction of the USU campus and supporting facilities,
this portion of the Main Street corridor derives its success
mostly from its proximity to 1100 South. As the southern
gateway and exit to Main Street, this section represents
that first impression about Main Street and it does not
entice the visitor to continue further north. The Main Street
trees are incomplete and the style of development is the
result of the generic, ubiquitous suburban commercial
zoning found throughout Utah. The opportunity to change

that appearance and mix of businesses exists with the
introduction of the USU campus. Average daily traffic
volumes are in the 17,000 plus range, while 1100 South
approaches 20,000 trips per day. Speeds are posted at
35 mph but observed speeds are higher. A new traffic
pattern can be anticipated with daily USU commuters
arriving and leaving campus at different times of the day.
Issues to address:
1.
2.
3.

Streetscape enhancements to improve appearance
and draw visitors to the Brigham City experience.
Street tree pattern is incomplete.
Potential need for student housing for USU.
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4. The new mix of businesses.
5. Transit needs to link this area with the Downtown
and possibly the Logan campus.
6. The possibility of a shared community center.
7. Involve the community in other activities at the USU
campus.
8. Redevelop the NW corner of Main Street and 1100
South.

1.
Encourage compatible uses.
2.
Require connections between uses.
3.
Improve design characteristics.
4.
Locate future buildings near the street but allow for
outdoor functions next to the street like dining and leisure
studying areas.
The Street

GOALS AND STRATEGIES
1.
Support and capitalize on the USU campus
1. Encourage a student oriented mix of businesses
through active economic development outreach and
revisions to the zoning ordinance.
2. Encourage well-designed multi-family housing
complexes to provide student and family housing
through revisions to the zoning districts in the area.
Update the zoning ordinance to include design
standards to assure excellence in architecture,
landscaping, site design, and amenities.
3. Improve walkability and connections to both sides of
Main Street from USU campus
4. Consider shared recreational opportunities with USU.
Engage the community through activities.
5. Support local businesses to provide Wi-Fi systems
through UTOPIA.
6. Redevelop the northwest corner through a variety of
tax incentivizing programs (RDA/CDA) allowed by
the State and actively seek new compatible uses.
Consider how this corner is a gateway to Main Street.

2.
3.
4.

Work with UDOT to modify street features. Tie the east
and west sides of the street together with bulb outs to
lessen the difficulty of crossing the street or consider
a median as a pedestrian refuge. A median could
provide a location for bird oriented art.
Review street lighting to assure night sky protection
and sufficient pedestrian safety.
Widen sidewalks.
Replace lost trees and plant new Sycamores to unify
the area with Main Street’s character.

Modify the zoning ordinance to support the USU campus
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